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HOW GREEN WAS MY

BUILDING

SCIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY JOIN FORCES IN UWSP’S NEW CHEMISTRY BIOLOGY BUILDING

K

ermit the Frog was right on the
money—sometimes it decidedly
ain’t easy being green. But as
the developers of the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point’s new
Chemistry Biology Building might
attest, it certainly is well worth
the effort.
As if being a cutting-edge repository
of scientific thought and resources
wasn’t enough, the newest
building on campus also serves as
a beacon of environmental
ingenuity and know-how. The
four-story, 176,500-square-foot
structure, which opened for business
at the start of the Fall 2018 semester,
incorporates several green elements
in its construction and everyday

operations. Since plans were
made and blueprints drawn, a
keen eye has been cast toward
meeting or exceeding the exacting
environmental standards laid out
by the worldwide green-building
authority, Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED).
“The … concept for the building
was designed to meet national
standards for LEED certification,
which is green design and
environmental sustainability,”
College of Letters and Science
Interim Dean Eric Yonke told
reporters from The Pointer earlier
this year. Yonke also remarked
that, if all goes according to plan,
the building could achieve the
coveted platinum-level

certification—the highest rating
LEED can bestow upon a project.
Energy and water usage reports,
sent once the building has
been operational for a few
years, should be the icing on the
LEED-certification cake.
Green-building rating is a complex,
multistep process that emphasizes
site location, materials and resources
used, energy performance, indoor
air quality and innovation, among
other considerations. Even ease of
access via eco-friendly transportation
methods, such as bikes and mass
transit, is factored in when a building
applies for LEED certification.
The Chemistry Biology Building
scores major points in several

of these categories. Bioswales
have been incorporated into the
outside landscaping to channel
stormwater from roadways and
other places where precipitation
can accumulate, depositing it into
rain gardens and filtering out debris
in the process. Inside, sustainable
features include large windows
and a glass atrium, designed to
harness passive solar energy,
and energy- and water-efficient
mechanical and electrical systems
throughout. When completed, a
tropical conservatory with waterfall,
which will house plants to be used in
instructional and research activities,
may even help improve and
regulate air quality inside the building.
Rivaling the conservatory for the
title of most aesthetically appealing
green component is the second-floor
terrace, which performs double-duty
as a combination study/relaxation
space and “green roof.” Native
plants, grasses and deciduous
shrubbery cover the terrace’s surface
in colorful patterns designed to
be as beautiful as they are
functional. Despite the environmental
terminology, the terraced rooftop
is not only awash in shades of green.

Plants and flowers have been chosen
for their overall color schematic
as well as their Wisconsin nativity.
When in full bloom, summer wine
ninebark, purple prairie clover and
pale purple coneflowers will mingle
with black-eyed Susans, prairie
coreopsis and flowering prickly
pear cactus to reveal a proud
display of Pointer purple and gold.
(The incorporation of “Cheddar
Pink” dianthus could be considered
a tip of the hat to the state’s
dominant dairy product … or not.)
Like street-level rain gardens that
surround the building, the green
roof helps reduce stormwater
runoff. The vegetation also acts as
insulation, and helps distribute heat
more evenly. Subsequently, less
energy is used to heat and cool
the building. When combined with
the ability of plants to soak up carbon
dioxide, the green roof should help
curb the university’s carbon footprint
to a certain degree.
Installation of the terrace roof was
funded by the Student Government
Association Green Fund, which uses
student segregated fees to support
sustainability initiatives across

campus. According to 2018-19
SGA president Brailey Kerber,
facility services collaborated with
students on a proposal for the
project, which read in part:

“

THE CAMPUS WILL BENEFIT
FROM THE CREATION OF A
GREEN ROOF ON THE NEW
SCIENCE BUILDING THROUGH
REDUCED ENERGY USAGE,
BETTER AIR QUALITY, IMPROVED
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT,
A LESSENING OF THE CAMPUS’S
HEAT ISLAND EFFECT, AND BY
CREATING A UNIQUE SPACE
FOR STUDENTS.

”

Sustainability measures abound
on campus. These include the
green roof on Albertson Hall and
rain gardens around Old Main, as
well as the installation of solar and
photovoltaic panels on existing
buildings such as residence halls
and the Noel Fine Arts Center
addition. But as the first completely
new structure to grace the UWSP
campus in more than 40 years, the
Chemistry Biology Building fully and
dedicatedly embodies the core
value of sustainability as outlined in
the university’s master plan.
But that’s not all.
“What we’re going to have is a
state-of-the-art science facility
here on campus to support all
of our STEM work,” summed-up
Yonke.
And that should make other
universities green with envy.

Rita Traxler poses with Dr. Tom Frieden (left) and
3 husband, Michael Jones, at a CDC event
her
in 2015. She holds a copy of Time magazine
naming “Ebola fighters” as the 2014 Person of
the Year.
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infectious disease transmission)
and rare bacterial diseases. She
also has been involved in efforts to
prepare for and defend against
bioterrorism attacks.
“For many years, I have worked
on surveillance,” she says, “which
is essentially counting the number
of cases of a disease in the United
States each year through
collaboration with public health
officials in each state or territory.”

TRACKING WITH
CDC EPIDEMIOLOGIST RITA TRAXLER ’04 CHARTS DISEASE PROGRESSION IN ORDER TO STEM IT

T

he best laid plans of mice and
men oft go awry. In the past, the
same might have been said for
the intentions of University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point alumna
Rita Traxler.
Take Traxler’s aspirations of running
college track. In fact, her desire to
run was a deciding factor in her
choice of UWSP as her
undergraduate alma mater. While
she was on the outdoor track
team for one year, a traumatic

injury forced her to reassess her
priorities.
Then there was her short-lived
choice to focus on resource
management as a major. A
tumble into the waters of a creek
during her first lab class convinced
her that maybe that wasn’t the
right field for her after all.
Today, as an epidemiologist with
the Centers for Disease Control
outside Atlanta, Traxler is still planning
and plotting. Yet instead of

guiding her academic and
athletic life, her efforts now are
geared toward safeguarding the
health and safety of the general
public worldwide. Coincidentally,
mice (cows/chickens/etc.) and
men figure into her work, which
focuses on diseases that can be
spread from animals to humans.
And for the record, Traxler has
seen to it that going awry is no
longer an option.
Traxler’s specialties at the CDC
include zoonoses (animal-to-human

Her work also has been international
in scope. In 2015, Traxler and a team
from the CDC assisted the
government of Ghana with
pinpointing areas of the country
that were susceptible to anthrax
outbreaks. Using existing livestock,
climate and soil/vegetative data,
the team created a model that
allowed officials to vaccinate
livestock in high-risk regions against
anthrax.
“Predictive mapping enables a
more cost-effective approach to
disease control in livestock, which
in turn prevents disease in humans,”
she says.
Becoming a scientist had long
been in the cards for Traxler. “I’ve
always loved science,” she says.
“Chemistry was my favorite class
in high school.”
Choosing a practical application
for her passion, however, was
quite another matter. As a teenager,
after attending a training program
at the sustainability-focused Trees
for Tomorrow in Eagle River,
Wisconsin, she leaned heavily
toward pursuing environmental

work. Then she thought she might
combine her academic interests
with her desire to run track and
explore exercise science.
Even after enrolling at UWSP—and
nixing resource management
after her impromptu dip in the
creek—Traxler had a tough time
nailing down a major. As she recalls,
she kind of “landed in biology” by
default. It turned out to be a most
happy coincidence.
“Biology folks were my people,”
she says. “I was pre-PT for a while,
then pre-med. It was a pretty
ignorant choice, but a health
promotion professor suggested
public health as [the] next step
after graduation. I looked into it,
it sounded like a good idea and I
applied to some graduate programs.
It was serendipitous.”
After earning her bachelor’s
degree in biology, with a minor in
chemistry and a concentration in
health promotion, Traxler landed
an internship with the health and
wellness-focused Cooper Institute
in Dallas, where she was put in
charge of planning “a tiny inter-rater
reliability study.” She credits Dr.
Tom Wetter, with whom she had
conducted an exercise study at
UWSP, with setting the stage for her
obtaining the internship. According
to Traxler, her time in Texas provided
a potent trifecta of life experiences.
“I learned good research skills,
gained experience and met my
husband!”
Hired by the institute after the
internship had ended, Traxler
stayed on there until she enrolled

at Johns Hopkins University, where
she earned her master’s in health
science. Shortly after receiving
her master’s, she landed a job as
a public health specialist with the
CDC, later securing her current
title of epidemiologist. Currently,
she is working toward her doctorat
in public health from Georgia
State University.
Traxler notes that, through graduate
school and working at the CDC,
she has come into contact with
many people who attended “elite
undergraduate institutions” that,
because of their high level of
funding, could offer specific
programs and courses that had not
been available at UWSP while she
was an undergrad. She’s excited
that the university has opened the
new Chemistry Biology Building,
packed with cutting-edge
equipment and expanded
classroom and lab space that will
help budding Pointer scientists
compete at an even higher level
with students from other schools.
Looking back, however, and
considering where she is now,
Traxler understands that such
alleged disparities in education
are pretty much inconsequential
anyway.
“I felt at times that I was at a
disadvantage and had to work
harder than those students,” she
says of her “elite” colleagues,
“although, in hindsight, I think that
was a false perception. … I’m still
here, so UWSP grads are just as
competitive.”
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Dr. Mike Zach of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory shows off
a cast ingot of pure ruthenium
metal that he drop cast in the
arc melter.

BIG
SMALL MATERIALS,

RESULTS

THE LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT IN THE WORLD OF MIKE ZACH ’97

T

here’s a line in the perennial
holiday movie “It’s a Wonderful Life”
where Jimmy Stewart’s character,
George Bailey, declares his
intention to go off and see the
world, exploring the four corners
and seeing all that there is to
see. “Then I’m coming back here
to go to college,” he says, “and
see what they know.”
One doesn’t have to try too hard
to draw certain parallels between
George Bailey and Dr. Mike Zach.
In his twenties, Zach traveled to
Italy to learn jewelry making as an
apprentice to a Christian Brothers
monk, then returned home to
Monroe, Wisconsin to (eventually)
earn a degree at the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point. Yet unlike
George, who also proclaimed that
he wanted to devote his life to
building big things—magnificent

skyscrapers, miles-long bridges—
Zach wound up working smallscale, from the tiny jewels in fine
jewelry to infinitesimal nanowires
and isotopes.
Upon returning to Wisconsin from
Italy in the mid-1980s, Zach took up
residence in his parents’ basement
and proceeded to create and sell
award-winning jewelry. Things went
well enough that he was able
to open a retail jewelry store in
Monroe, which he ran for six years.
After closing the store in 1994, he
enrolled at the UWSP, not so much
to “see what they know” as to
see what other avenues of interest
might be open to him with a degree
in chemistry.
Technically, Zach re-enrolled at
UWSP in 1994, as he had attended
the university for one year after

graduating from Monroe Senior
High School. He also had given
Loras College in Dubuque, Iowa,
a semester-long chance before
deciding that a four-year degree
might not be his preferred end
game just yet.
“I really had no idea what I wanted
to do,” he says. “I didn’t want a
degree bad enough to stick with
the program, even though I did well
at both schools.”
But earn degrees he did: a UWSP
bachelor’s in chemistry and polymer
science, as well as master’s and
doctoral degrees in chemistry
from the University of California,
Irvine. Although he had closed
up shop on his retail venture,
Zach had continued to craft and
sell fine jewelry while studying at
UWSP. He was able to merge

artisanship with science once he was
in graduate school and beyond.
After completing postdoctoral
fellowships at UC Berkeley and
Argonne National Laboratory outside
Chicago, he joined the faculty at
UWSP as an assistant chemistry
professor while simultaneously
maintaining a guest faculty
researcher position at Argonne.
The latter job didn’t pay anything,
but it afforded him the opportunity
to “access resources and
collaborate with some of the
top scientists in nanotechnology,”
he says. “I would frequently take
groups of students to Argonne’s
Center for Nanoscale Materials to
conduct experiments and make
electrodes for the electroplate
and lift lithography technology
that I developed while at UWSP.”
The technology he references was
applied to develop NanoFab Lab
in a Box, a kit Zach devised that
allows schoolchildren to make
patterned nanowires, which are
the types of electronic connections
found in everything from computers
and smartphones to high-tech lasers
and sensors. NanoFab Lab received
an R&D 100 Award from Research
and Development Magazine.
You see, despite his scientific
focus, Zach in no way, shape or
form had abandoned his desire to
create. Instead of exquisite
gold-and-gemstone bracelets and
necklaces, however, he began
mastering the art of scientific
instrument creation and
experimentation design. He holds
several patents, alone and jointly,
for items such as hydrogen sensors,
an electron microscope grid and
the aforementioned nanowire
fabrication.

“A big part of my success as a
student, postdoc and professor has
been the ability to dream of an
experiment and the skill to build the
parts, rather than waiting to get a
grant or trying to find a commercial
vendor that may or may not exist,”
he says.
In 2015, Zach left UWSP and his
appointment at Argonne to work for
Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
Tennessee as a materials processing
researcher. He is part of a group that
provides stable isotopes, typically
in the form of oxides or metals,
for research, medical and other
purposes.
Like nanowires, stable isotopes
are small but mighty. Zach says
he might create a metal foil that
is anywhere from 1/5th to 1/100th
of the diameter of a human hair.
These may be used to understand
really complex systems such as the
human body or plasma reactions
inside of a nuclear fusion reactor.
These foils could be transformed
into medical isotopes that are
used to diagnose or treat cancer
and rare diseases.
In the 1940s, Oak Ridge was the
headquarters for the Manhattan
Project, tasked with producing
fissionable materials. A large portion
of the isotopes Zach and others
work with today can be traced to
repurposed calutron instruments,
which originally were used to
electromagnetically separate
uranium isotopes used in the original
atomic bomb. Zach says he almost
didn’t apply for his current job at
Oak Ridge, which he discovered
on LinkedIn listed as a nuclear
processing researcher. But then
he realized how closely his skill set
matched the actual job description.

“The mix desired was a combination
of a research scientist and a jeweler,”
he says. “They needed an elemental
chemist that could transform most
any material from inventory into
whatever form a researcher needed
to make their project successful.”
Zach says he was readily
comfortable with the processes
and instrumentation used on the
isotopes. “Some of these physical
transformations use tools that are
similar to tools developed for the
jewelry,” he says. “In fact, the basic
concept of the rolling mill has not
changed a lot since the first one
was sketched by Leonardo DaVinci
in 1485.”
Zach clearly loves the work he is
doing now, but one gets the sense
that he misses teaching and being
able to bring students into the
lab to experience cutting-edge
science and meet scientists, as he
did at Argonne.
“I involved over 70 students in
research and two postdocs to
advance projects involving
nanotechnology,” he notes
proudly. “I loved working with
students and helping to mentor
students with research projects.
There are a number of students
that I still keep in touch with, and
even a few that I would like to
hire now.
“The work ethic of Central
Wisconsin students who are willing
to learn a bit of complexity science
in addition to technical mechanical
skills is a potent combination for
UWSP science majors.”

OCTOBER 20
HOMECOMING 2018

Friday, October 19
5:30 p.m.

Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet
Dreyfus University Center

Saturday, October 20
10 a.m.

Homecoming Check-in Tent, Goerke Field

10 a.m.

Coffee with Alumni and Friends
Homecoming Check-in Tent

10 a.m.

After-Class Reunion, SGA 50th Reunion,
All-Greek Reunion
Homecoming Check-in Tent

1 p.m.

Homecoming Football Game
City Stadium, UWSP vs. UW-STOUT

5 p.m.

2018 Distinguished Alumni Awards
Dreyfus University Center

* Self-guided tours of the new Chemistry Biology Building
will be available from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

For a full list of events, please go to www.uwsp.edu/alumni

